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1. PREFACE
Dear well-wishers,

Firstly may I take this opportunity to thank you all for your continued support this year.
The 2018 KBS Annual Report articulates and demonstrates the dynamic nature of the
school, our commitment to excellence and our relentless pursuit of achieving our best.

KBS is keenly and deliberately solicitous to make-out its completion of 25 years, indeed it
is period of silver jubilee celebration. Our aim, nevertheless, all hardships and hindrances
is to “constitute the citizen of tomorrow” simultaneously fostering towards even the better
approach, “A society of deep and living knowledge”. Since the onset of its journey towards
enlightenment, KBS is the witness of vicissitudes of unfavorable situations.

We acclaim tremendous accomplishment over the course of 25 years proves our sincere
commitment to the cause and objectivity. Of course, your nobles oblige ever such
strengthening our verve and nerve to go over bound on social betterment through
determined and consistent endeavors.

We feel delighted and professed with our maneuver which has eventually produced doctors,
engineers and remarkable citizens for the society.

KBS is still keeping its efforts on to nourish and nurture its performances. Obviously you
can receive a comprehensive and clear picture that sketched in outright from the very
outset of the session up to the minute. We look forward to your continued support as we
help our pupils to ‘Reach for the Stars’.
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PINNACLE VENTS AT GLANCE

1. Enrolment of the students
KBS family is a large family consists of 831 students from Nursery to Class X with 40
teachers to manage the things prudently. All classes have two sections.
This is verily an immense job on the part of KBS to carry through the task successfully.
Classes

No. of students

Nursery – U.K.G.

167

I–V

314

VI - X

350

Workforce composition

Teaching staff

Non-teaching staff

Headcounts

40

20

2. A luminous candle of peace
It is an enormously significant and convincing day of memorizing of deep topical
relevance i.e. for every person of peace and harmony.
Late Pema Rigzin 16th (i.e. 6th May) anniversary of demise, out living his physical
existence and continue to guide and inspire KBS family to work out for impoverished
section of society.

3. New building construction and completion

KBS proudly desires to announce its very sophisticated approach in wake of facilitating its
works of academic betterment, in which the construction of well-furnished and spacious
class rooms. Now it is well built up and safe building, so that its learners could enjoy
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healthy atmosphere. It was possible only because of the support from BMZ, Germany and
Forderkreis Pattenschullen Kirchentellinsfurt. The construction started in June 2017 and
completed on December 2018.
4. PARENT – TEACHERS MEETING
KBS concedes that parent’s role is also
vital

in

significance

of

shaping

and

constructing good citizens for the nation.
Keeping this in view, we did organize 3 rounds
gathering i.e. Pre primary, class III to VII and
VIII to X respectively. So that close liaison
between teachers and students as well as
participation of parents could bring forth the
best outcome.

5. A consistent, strong and consolidated outcome
SEE Examination, as a matter of fact has become a horse race for KBS, our outcomes
touching greater and finer heights year by year.
Total appeared

69

A+

14

A

31

B+

19

B

5

After the result KBS has given a nice farewell to them.
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6. An effusive welcome
KBS offered an effusive welcome to its significant guests; Anne Marie, Marie, Ellen and
Lene’s (Tso-Pema association Norway) visit to KBS. In October, visits from Steffen,
Martina, Dr. Roland and other members made the same feelings. KBS family has
witnessed the presence and fully enjoyed the company of noble dignitaries.
We are extremely fulsome for their great sublime blessings to us.
7. CHILDREN’S DAY

This is a privilege of our children to have a
great joys and cheers on this auspicious day.
KBS provides a special opportunity in
participating inter – house talent show. Prizes
were given away to the winners.

OUTDOOR ACHIEVEMENTS

1. Science model exhibition
KBS, in fact, not only is performing arduous endeavor
within its premises but even much better outside the
premises. This is very refined success shows our
sincere commitment. Under leadership of Lakpa Finjo
our science scholar student won the first prize in Inter
-school science exhibition in which 25 schools
participated.
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2. DRAWING COMPETITION
“A constant effort brings forth eventually final
destination”.
This has been proved by KBS in National level
drawing competition. The onset of competition
began from district level and then on the different
footings. It has served the best MR. GYURMEY
DORJEE participated in this competition
from the beginning to the end.
I phase

1st prize in District level

5000 cash + certificate

II phase

1st prize in Regional level

5000 cash + certificate

III phase

1st prize in National level

45,000 cash + certificate

A HUMBLE TRIBUTE TO THE IMPOSING FIGURE
14TH Oct., in the annals of KBS has become the most cardinal and deeply ingrained in the
heart of family. Late Dr. Vilhelm is the noblest personality demised on this day but indeed
his noble character and inspiring speeches still remain so alluring and motivating to us.
We receive a great impetus from solemnizing the 14 th Oct. This year too, we paid our
humble tributes to the great departed soul.

MERRY CHRISTMAS with sublime greetings for New Year
25th Dec. Christmas, The day of forgiveness is globally recognized, attributes to peace and
prosperity for which your prolonged wait is about to end. We kindly send our sublime
greetings from the epicenter of heart.
“MAY PARADISE’S CHOICEST BLESSING BE SHOWERED ON YOU”
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